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PLEXUS WEALTH POST=ELECTION ANALYSIS prepared exclusively for Plexus Wealth clients by author and 
political commentator Justice Malala  
 
A New, Positive Yet Fractious, Era In SA Politics 
   
INTRODUCTION AND HEADLINE VIEWINTRODUCTION AND HEADLINE VIEWINTRODUCTION AND HEADLINE VIEWINTRODUCTION AND HEADLINE VIEW    
  
It’s not quite a clean sweep, but it’s the closest thing to one we have seen in the new South Africa. The 
Democratic Alliance now holds power in the administrative capital of SA, Tshwane; in the economic capital, 
Johannesburg; in the parliamentary capital, Cape Town, and in other key urban hubs such as Nelson Mandela 
Bay in the Eastern Cape and in Mogale City in Gauteng. The mighty ANC, after just 22 years in power, is now a 
rural party, led by a traditionalist chauvinist, while its support among the educated black and white elite ebbs 
away. 
  
Herman Mashaba = a black former salesman turned millionaire from Hammanskraal, one of the poorest places 
on earth = is now Mayor of Johannesburg, unseating the liberation movement, the ANC. It represents a major 
mindshift in SA politics. A real change has begun. 
  
The recent local government elections mark a significant turning point in South Africa’s history. For the first time 
since 1994, political and economic power has shifted in major metropolitan areas from the ANC to opposition 
coalitions. Real and necessary competition has entered SA politics. 
  
This is a powerful and positive development: the narrative of a liberation movement that stays in power too long 
without challenge, as happened in Zimbabwe for example, has been broken. The 2019 elections are likely to 
cement this trajectory, meaning that South Africa will become a normal, multi=party, noisy democracy where 
power is contested, won and lost within the next ten years. 
  
This has massive positive implications in a global environment marked by war and strife. It makes South Africa, 
properly shepherded into the next 20 years of democracy, an attractive proposition for investors.  
  
However, national political issues still have to be resolved – leadership in general and President Jacob Zuma’s 
leadership in particular remains an area of concern. The fact that institutions such as the Constitutional Court, 
the IEC, the Public Protector and others have demonstrated resilience and independence that is above the 
current political leadership illustrates that, despite the capture of many institutions, SA remains a country of 
laws. This augurs well for foreign investor sentiment towards SA. 
  
The ANC’s reaction to its setbacks could mark an area of concern if it takes on a populist stance with regard to 
macro=economic policy. However, the party could implement the NDP – as its leaders are saying it will – with 
vigour and begin to reverse the economic decline SA has witnessed since 2009. We take a contrary view: the 
ANC leadership – following two key four=day meetings – is currently still incapable of realizing how precarious 
its position has become and cannot turn the economic taps on properly to lift SA’s trajectory.  
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Our view is that there are no new policies from our current political leadership and we will remain in the low=
growth trap we find ourselves in until after a new ANC leadership is elected in December 2017. 
  
What is key is that our collective future no longer lies in the hands of a single, monolithic political party. Power is 
dispersed. Opposition parties are strengthened and all indications are that they will grow. 
  
There has been major concern about the rise of Julius Malema and the EFF in our political firmament. What this 
election has demonstrated is that the EFF’s radical policies have an upper limit of support. The party’s growth 
between 2014 and 2016 has been anaemic. It received a mere 98,908 extra votes from two years ago. We don’t 
believe that the EFF’s radical policies resonate in SA or that it will find common cause with a strong ANC. 
Instead, we predict that Cope and some parts of the ANC will move towards the DA and in about a decade 
another centrist, libertarian splinter from the ANC will join in with the DA.  
  
The EFF will remain on the Left, perhaps ideologically strengthened by the SACP, PAC and a nationalistic chunk 
of the ANC. This has been the fate of KANU in Kenya, which splintered and lost elections after 40 years in 
power. The ANC, a great and wonderful movement, is getting to the same fate sooner. 
  
This is a positive outcome. It means that South Africa has reached vibrancy and stable participatory democracy 
sooner than any other liberation party on the continent. The ANC is the oldest liberation movement in Africa. If 
the current trend continues, it will now also hold a record as the one that ushered in full multi=party democracy 
fastest after ascending to power. Ironically, this is exactly what the ANC fought for. 
  
KEY ISSUES:KEY ISSUES:KEY ISSUES:KEY ISSUES:    
  
The conclusion of both formal and loose coalition deals in key cities across the country have finally brought to an 
end the fifth post=apartheid local elections in South Africa. Several key conclusions can be made from the results 
and the resultant coalition jostling. These are: 
  

1. The outcome marks a strengtheninga strengtheninga strengtheninga strengthening    of SA democracyof SA democracyof SA democracyof SA democracy and the beginning of the end of oneend of oneend of oneend of one====party party party party 
dominancedominancedominancedominance. Massive municipal Budgets are now in the control of opposition parties while a humbled 
ANC reflects on where it went wrong in urban areas.  This shift will continue through to the 2019 and 
2024 elections, leading to a noisy yet healthy multi=party democracy that holds political players 
accountable. This positive trend partly explains the strengthening of the rand since the elections. This 
positive outcome (free, fair elections uncontested by all players) also underlines the fact that institutions institutions institutions institutions 
are becoming increasingly independent of the governing ANCare becoming increasingly independent of the governing ANCare becoming increasingly independent of the governing ANCare becoming increasingly independent of the governing ANC – a fact remarked upon by ratings agency 
Moody’s in its assessment of South Africa earlier this year. The IEC therefore joins the Public Protector, 
the Constitutional Court and other institutions in underlining this core positive trend. This will be a 
positive tick in ratings agency assessments at the end of the 2019, although the country’s Budget 
metrics will still be key. 

  
2. Fragile coalitFragile coalitFragile coalitFragile coalitions between parties which are ideological polar opposites could lead to fractious politicsions between parties which are ideological polar opposites could lead to fractious politicsions between parties which are ideological polar opposites could lead to fractious politicsions between parties which are ideological polar opposites could lead to fractious politics 

and, in some municipalities, possible new elections. Decision=making in key metros and municipalities 
could be held to ransom by intransigent coalition partners. Our view is that the Economic Freedom 
Fighters in particular are aiming to extract maximum concessions on national issues (land expropriation, 
nationalization) despite the fact that municipalities such as Tshwane have no powers to give them relief 
on these. 
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3. The severe reversal of fortune that the ANC has suffered in the key metros of Tshwane, Nelson 
Mandela Bay, Cape Town and to a lesser extent City of Johannesburg and Ekurhuleni are not to be not to be not to be not to be 
downplayeddownplayeddownplayeddownplayed. In financial terms, the ANC’s outright control of local government operating budgets has 
declined from 82% in 2011 to just less than 42% in 2016[1]. This means that, for the ANC to regain its 
lost support, it could take a populist stance on macroit could take a populist stance on macroit could take a populist stance on macroit could take a populist stance on macro====economic policyeconomic policyeconomic policyeconomic policy and slowly abandon its centrist abandon its centrist abandon its centrist abandon its centrist 
and fiscallyand fiscallyand fiscallyand fiscally    prudent policiesprudent policiesprudent policiesprudent policies. Already, the party has swiftly called for a zero percent fee increase for 
university students next year and mandated the government to speed up the process of implementing a 
national minimum wage. These and other populist overtures may lead to a sovereign debt rating to the 
dreaded “junk status” by credit ratings agencies at the end of the year. ANC Head of Policy and 
Minister in the Presidency Jeff Radebe has however strongly pledged that no populist policies will be 
taken and that the party is committed to a prudent fiscal path based on the National Development 
Plan. 

  
4. Internal divisions will continue to rock the ANCInternal divisions will continue to rock the ANCInternal divisions will continue to rock the ANCInternal divisions will continue to rock the ANC as it prepares for a national conference in December 

2017 – where President Zuma will step down as president of the party – and ushers in a new set of 
leaders. Two factions are facing off in this tussle and the internal stresses are so deep that some ANC 
leaders fear that it could splinter off again as it did with COPE in 2009 and the EFF in 2013. The ANC 
in Gauteng is the most likely part of the party to walk away from the main body. 

  
RESULTS OVERVIEWRESULTS OVERVIEWRESULTS OVERVIEWRESULTS OVERVIEW    
  
This week brings to a conclusion the formation of new municipal councils and the negotiations and formalization 
of working arrangements and coalitions in hung councils following the 2016 Local Government Elections. A 
new, changed, landscape lies before us. The results reflect several key outcomes: 
  

1. The ANC has lost major ground in its key support baseThe ANC has lost major ground in its key support baseThe ANC has lost major ground in its key support baseThe ANC has lost major ground in its key support base. The ANC won 62% of the vote in the 2014 
national elections, but only 53% in the 2016 local government elections. This is a major drop in 
support. It is a decrease of 8.04 percentage points and the worst national percentage it has ever 
achieved in any election since 1994. The ANC attracted 11,4=million  votes in 2014. On August 3 it 
attracted only 8,1=million. This means that 3,3=million ANC voters stayed home, rejecting the party but 
not transferring their votes to any other party. 

  
2. The ANC has lost the economic heartland of the countryThe ANC has lost the economic heartland of the countryThe ANC has lost the economic heartland of the countryThe ANC has lost the economic heartland of the country, with the key economic hubs of SA – 

Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni and Tshwane – now no longer in its outright control. This means that the 
party elite’s patronage networks, its ability to dish out jobs and contracts, is severely restrictedpatronage networks, its ability to dish out jobs and contracts, is severely restrictedpatronage networks, its ability to dish out jobs and contracts, is severely restrictedpatronage networks, its ability to dish out jobs and contracts, is severely restricted. 
Economists have pointed out that the ANC’s outright control of local government capital budgets has 
declined from nearly 83% in 2011 to about 45% in 2016. In Gauteng the party has lost outright 
control of 91.5% and 95.3% of the local government operating and capital budgets. 

  
3. Immediately after the elections the ANC leadership held a four=day national executive committee 

meeting which emerged with no clear announcements about what it intended to do about its poor 
performance. The meeting failed to hold anyone responsible for the lossesThe meeting failed to hold anyone responsible for the lossesThe meeting failed to hold anyone responsible for the lossesThe meeting failed to hold anyone responsible for the losses and vowed to retain 
President Jacob Zuma, whom many commentators and surveys have indicated is the ANC’s worst card, 
as its leader. Our view is that the ANC’s support will continue to suffer from this stance. 

  
 

                                            
[1]

 http://www.rdm.co.za/politics/2016/08/18/the-big-money-at-stake-in-the-metros 
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4. Despite the huge noise it makes, the EFF did not do as well as all thatthe EFF did not do as well as all thatthe EFF did not do as well as all thatthe EFF did not do as well as all that and perhaps its rise has been 
over=hyped in the media. In the final analysis, the EFF received 8.25% of the total vote in 2016, up 
1.91 percentage points from the 6.34% it managed in 2014. It secured 1,229,548 votes. This is a mere 
98,908 votes from the 1,130,640 it managed in 2014. 

  
5. The new administrations open up a chance for the Democratic Alliance to achieve the gains it made in 

the Western Cape, where it started off as a coalition partner in the City of Cape Town and used its 
successes there as a springboard to win the province and consolidate its dominance.  The DA made The DA made The DA made The DA made 
slightly better progress than the EFF: it received 26.89% of the total vote compared to 23.94% in slightly better progress than the EFF: it received 26.89% of the total vote compared to 23.94% in slightly better progress than the EFF: it received 26.89% of the total vote compared to 23.94% in slightly better progress than the EFF: it received 26.89% of the total vote compared to 23.94% in 
2011.2011.2011.2011. 

  
6. The last two points illustrate again the hard work that lies ahead for the opposition if it hopes to unseat 

the ANC in 2019. It is crucial to remember that President Zuma – the focus of much of the 
electioneering in 2016 and 2014 = will have stepped down as ANC president and that a dynamic new 
face may be in place. 

  
PRECARIOUS COALITIOPRECARIOUS COALITIOPRECARIOUS COALITIOPRECARIOUS COALITION PERIODN PERIODN PERIODN PERIOD 
  
The Democratic Alliance has managed to sign a formal coalition agreement with the United Democratic 
Movement (UDM), Freedom Front Plus, Congress of the People (Cope) and the African Christian Democratic 
Party. It is a clear, forthright set of agreements, dispute resolution mechanisms and protocols on behaviour by 
the signatories. 
  
The real kingmaker in these elections, though, is the EFF – it holds the key to switches in power in all the key 
metros. Whoever governs – largely the DA for now – has to have the EFF on board. The DA currently has no 
formal agreement with the EFF. Instead, the EFF has merely agreed to back DA candidates in the Gauteng 
metros. 
  
This sets South Africa on a precarious path in most of the 27 hung municipalitiessets South Africa on a precarious path in most of the 27 hung municipalitiessets South Africa on a precarious path in most of the 27 hung municipalitiessets South Africa on a precarious path in most of the 27 hung municipalities and particularly in the key 
major Gauteng metros. It means that disagreements – major or minor – can hold up the passing of resolutions 
and budgets in these administrations for weeks or months on end. In the City of Tshwane, for example, issues 
around illegal occupations of land have already flared up between the DA and the EFF (the EFF encourages 
illegal occupations, whereas the DA prefers to enforce current laws and regulations to evict where necessary). 
Other areas of conflict will no doubt pop up. 
  
The ANC’s Zizi Kodwa has already predicted the demise of these coalitions, saying: “They are not a coalition to 
strengthen service delivery and put people first. They are anti=ANC coalitions. It is of course a setback for us. The 
marriage that you saw…it’s not going to last.” 
  
Kodwa is of course biased, but there is a grain of truth in what he says. Coalitions are extremely difficult, and 
the experience of countries like Italy has shown just how fragile they can be. A non=agreement such as the one 
that exists between the DA and the EFF will face many challenges. The key issue will be whether the EFF, in 
particular, will have the maturity to put the country and the various municipalities first rather than their own 
narrow ideological interests. 
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ECONOMIC POLICY: ANECONOMIC POLICY: ANECONOMIC POLICY: ANECONOMIC POLICY: ANC SHIFTS TO THE LEFT?C SHIFTS TO THE LEFT?C SHIFTS TO THE LEFT?C SHIFTS TO THE LEFT? 
  
In the short period since the election it seems that the ANC is leaning toward more populist economic policies to more populist economic policies to more populist economic policies to more populist economic policies to 
win back supportwin back supportwin back supportwin back support. After its four=day NEC meeting the party mandated the government to speed up the process 
of implementing a national minimum wagea national minimum wagea national minimum wagea national minimum wage and said the nation’s universities shouldn’t announce any fee shouldn’t announce any fee shouldn’t announce any fee shouldn’t announce any fee 
increasesincreasesincreasesincreases, a stance that goes against a decision that was about to be announced by the Higher Education 
Minister, Blade Nzimande. Equally concerning are reports that President Jacob Zuma has instructed Finance 
Minister Pravin Gordhan and Nzimande to “find” the money to accommodate the zero percent fee increase for 
university students next year. 
  
The key question in the run=up to these elections was whether the EFF’s perceived rising fortunes are having a 
significant impact on the ANC and what that may mean for governance and for business in the next eight or so 
years that we expect the party to remain in power. 
  
The moves on minimum wages and the university fees are an area where the EFF has flexed its muscle. Other 
areas where we have seen similarly radical and/or populist moves by the ANC are: 
  

1. The Expropriation Bill, passed on May 26th, aims to speed up land reform by allowing the state to 
expropriate land by paying an amount determined by a “Valuer=General”. This seems a direct response 
to the EFF. 

  
2. The unilateral gazetting of the Mining Charter in March, demanding that mining companies which had 

done empowerment deals in the past – where black shareholders had sold their shares – should not 
count these lapsed deals in their BEE scorecards and thus forcing them to do new deals. 

  
Moves towards a populist fiscal stance will be viewed with concern by ratings agencies. Should the ruling ANC 
continue on this path it will find itself facing serious criticism by the business community and even some among 
its own leaders. The one counter=weight against such moves is the upside of the free and fair elections PLUS an 
investment community that has persistently warned the party against populist leanings. 
  
ELECTION CONSEQUENCES AND ANC SUCCESSIONELECTION CONSEQUENCES AND ANC SUCCESSIONELECTION CONSEQUENCES AND ANC SUCCESSIONELECTION CONSEQUENCES AND ANC SUCCESSION 
  
There has been intense speculation over who is to blame for the ANC’s poor performance in these elections, 
with President Zuma largely fingered for the setbacks in the metros. However, key members of his support base 
such as the ANC in KwaZulu Natal and others have called for the disbanding of the ANC in Gauteng, saying it 
defied the national office and went on its own way (including making it clear that it considered Zuma a liability). 
  
This blame game has added fuel to the raging succession battles in the party, with two main factions appearing: 
one coalescing around Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini=Zuma asa successor to Zuma while another is building up around 
Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa. 
  
This battle has spread to all levels of the party and we believe it will intensify in the short to medium term. Some 
actions which may come from this are: 
  

1. A possible Cabinet reshuffle, with some SA Communist Party ministers (Nzimande, Rob Davies, Ebrahim 
Patel and possibly Pravin Gordhan) being let go. This may be sometime after ratings agencies announce 
their decision on SA’s sovereign credit rating in December. This is high=level speculation among Cabinet 
members and some ANC leaders, not fact. 
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2. Disbandment of the ANC Gauteng leadership. 

  
3. The holding of an ANC conference before December 2017. This call has been made by the ANC Youth 

League. However, we believe the ANC is currently broke from its spend on elections and will not be 
able to mount a major conference for a while. Should such a conference be held we envisage that the 
numerical strength of the Zuma faction would see a resolution passed for the Gauteng ANC to be 
disbanded. 

  
    
CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION 
  
South Africa is headed for heightened political activity and confrontation. This is not a negative, but an 
indication of the maturation of the country’s democracy as one=party dominance diminishes and we enter real, 
competitive, politics. 
  
However, challenges remain. South Africa’s huge unemployment, poverty and inequality levels remain major 
areas of concern and astute economic management will be necessary to deal with these challenges. The ANC’s 
setbacks in these elections are a fork in the road. Either the party sees this as a wake=up call and rejuvenates 
and goes back to winning ways (thus reviving at the elections in 2019) or it digs in and does things exactly as it 
has over the past seven years. This second path will lead to the party’s continued decline and an opposition 
triumph, perhaps as soon as 2019, but most likely in 2024. 
  
Personalities will continue to dominate. Julius Malema, with his politics of performance above policy, will be a 
key player, but not as significant as many imagine. His policy plank – resource nationalism, nationalization and 
expropriation have failed across the globe from Argentina to Zimbabwe – is unattractive to the great rump of 
South African voters. Jacob Zuma will be kicked out by the ANC in December 2017. 
  
The political sands have definitely shifted. A challenging and exciting period, filled with possibility if SA leaders 
read the messages correctly, lies ahead. 
 
 


